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SUSTAINABILITY

Optima sets up the
Additive Innovation Center

Since it was founded, there have been major changes at the Swabian packaging machine manufacturers. From its
beginnings as a machine factory in 1922, the company has grown to become a global player that puts service and
customer benefit first. Almost 100 years of accumulated experience, consistent values and gained strengths have
been brought together for you.

OPTIMA Total Care with new services

22
Launch pad for
3D printing

FROM MACHINE BUILDER
TO SOLUTION PROVIDER

32
100 % paper for paper
hygiene products
Flexible, environmentally-friendly
packaging at Fripa

Be it pharmaceuticals, consumer goods, paper hygiene or medical products, our customers' products are part of everyone's everyday lives.
They make them lighter, better and more pleasant to use. What we promise the buyer and user is simple: safety in use and storage as well as a
long shelf life, and at the same time an expectation. People demand
environment-friendly production and disposal. Manufacturers are faced
with the challenge of being able to deliver products quickly. Another
aspect is the need for constant, rapid renewal and variety. Product
manufacturers and Optima are working to keep this promise and meet
expectations every day. As a supplier of machines and complete systems in the sector of filling and packaging, our aim is to provide flexible,
market-oriented solutions. Optima is committed to developing adaptable and future-proof packaging solutions.
Optima has been developing packaging solutions for almost a century,
meeting the highest demands of a wide range of markets. Having
grown up in the field of consumer goods, especially paper hygiene,
expertise in pharmaceutical filling developed over the years.

We use the most cutting-edge technologies that have been fine-tuned
over many decades. Optima takes new directions in solutions and sets
standards in quality and performance.
The Group boasts comprehensive, cross-sector expertise along the
entire value chain. Optima's name stands for efficiency and reliability.
These characteristics are fulfilled by our machines and plants. These are
the standards we set ourselves at Optima, and that our customers can
expect from us.
The traditional mechanical engineer of the past has evolved. Today as a
provider of solutions and systems, we can offer individual and comprehensive concepts. The outcome is, for example, turnkey plants that
meet the requirements and challenges of both our customers and their
markets. This is complemented by the comprehensive life cycle
management program OPTIMA Total Care, which is available worldwide
at any time (more on this on pages 28 to 31). Our systems' modular
design means that they can be easily adapted to meet new market
requirements, and production can be started up quickly with a reliable
level of quality. 
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We care for
FLEXIBLE, SAFE,
DIGITAL and
SUSTAINABLE
packaging solutions.

YOUR CHALLENGES –
OUR SOLUTIONS
For Topics are the Center of Attention

FLEXIBILITY

SAFETY

Frequent product launches, small batch sizes, rapidly changing product and
packaging designs, and sharp shifts in demand. The demands on manufacturing
companies are increasing. Social media and e-commerce are accelerating this trend.
With Optima, machine users are equipping themselves for the production of the
future – with modular and highly flexible filling and packaging solutions. High-tech
solutions make new container types and batch sizes an easy matter. Additive production technologies from Optima support this. We always have one thing in mind:
the shortest possible time-to-market.

Whether for pharmaceuticals, consumer goods, paper hygiene or medical products;
safety is Optima's top priority. Consumer confidence and health are Optima's most
valuable assets. Process safety and traceability are therefore our maxims. We use
advanced technologies to minimize product losses and prevent product contamination. Thus, we protect the health of people in production and at the point of sale.

DIGITALIZATION

SUSTAINABILITY

Digitalization opens up opportunities for manufacturing companies and machine
builders. It provides support in the areas of Flexibility, Safety, and Sustainability.
Optima therefore develops digital products centrally for all business units. Optima’s
Smart Services effectively complement our Basic Services. Together they make
OPTIMA Total Care. A strong life-cycle management program that offers users support throughout the entire machine life cycle – from planning to retrofit. In addition,
all of this is using the latest augmented reality and virtual reality technologies.

More than ever before, the subject of packaging must be reconciled with social responsibility. And this without compromising design and product protection. Optima
is your partner for the development of sustainable packaging solutions, both for
new projects and for the conversion of existing systems. We have been working successfully with packaging manufacturers for many years and advise you – from the
product idea to successful commissioning. Packaging made of 100 percent paper,
packaging made of recycled plastic, biologically based, and biodegradable plastics
are already being processed on Optima systems.
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COMPANY

COMPANY

PEOPLE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE OPTIMA GROUP

‹

Long before the actual
project begins, Optima
experts will support
you with competent
advice and product
development. And
then you can rely
on strong project
management.

At home
worldwide

19

WORLDWIDE

›

national and
international
locations

Germany
Norwich
Comines Cedex

USA

Bologna

China

Kyoto
Gangnam-Gu

Mexiko City

Optima has almost
100 years of experience in its core
competence: the
construction of highly flexible, individual
and market-oriented
machines.

‹

The OPTIMA Total Care
life cycle management
program offers support throughout the
entire machine life
cycle – both with traditional services and
with Smart Services.

COMPETENCES

Bangalore
Kulim

Brazil

‹

Worldwide
service

> 400

service employees
working worldwide

Purchasing and logistics are also core competences at Optima. The ultra-modern Optima logistics
center offers the optimum conditions for fast project workflows and spare parts deliveries.

Our employees
are our bedroc

2.450

employees worldwide,
including 1,750 based in
Schwaebisch Hall & more
than 160 apprentices

Production Sites
Subsidiaries

That's what OPTIMA stands for
Packaging will always be an issue. In the future, will it still be the same as it is today? What are the
challenges in packaging for the future? These are the issues we are working on every day,
together with our customers. We are looking for the best solution as a fair, cosmopolitan and
competent partner, one that can already perform tomorrow's tasks today. Safety and quality are
our guiding principles. The demands are for flexibility, efficiency, environmental protection and
resource conservation. The most accurate results, reduced consumption of energy and materials,
sustainable solutions, fast and stable performance – these are the goals we are pursuing, and we
are doing so with passion and enthusiasm. Our actions carry with them a responsibility. It is our
duty and our ambition as a manufacturer of packaging machines, filling systems and digital solutions to understand people and the environment and to fulfill their expectations, both now and
in the future. We care for people.

CONSUMER GOODS
PAPER HYGIENE

MARKET SEGMENTS
PHARMACEUTICALS
MEDICAL DEVICES
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NEWS

NEWS

Launch pad for 3D printing

‹

From left to right: Carlos Eduardo
Praxedes (Sales Director, Quality
Machines), Rolf Geissinger (Managing Director, Optima do Brasil) and
Genivaldo Paixão Praxedes (Technical Director, Quality Machines) are
pleased about the new alliance.

South American partnership
Optima do Brasil has entered into a partnership with the Brazilian mechanical engineering company Quality Machines, based in Campinas. Together they are able to
provide a wide range of solutions to the consumer and pharmaceutical sector in
the South American market. Quality Machines has gained a reputation as a reliable
partner in cost-efficient mechanical engineering. In the future, Optima do Brasil will
be providing support, specifically in After Sales, for example in Retrofits and
Upgrades and with Smart Services for system efficiency and maintenance.

3D components make for greater flexibility: At Optima, for example, they are
used in this robot gripping tool of a filling system for cosmetics. If new closure types have to be processed, a suitable gripping element can be printed on
the 3D printer.

OPTIMA Group is
continuing to grow

OPTIMA honored with
an award in “familyNET 4.0”
Optima has been honored with a special award as part of
the regional competition “familyNET 4.0”. This award from
the Baden-Wuerttemberg Ministry of Economic Affairs
recognizes companies that have developed offers and
measures in the digitalized workplace, thereby ensuring
improvements in the compatibility of family life and work.
The award ceremony was held in Stuttgart on December 2.
“We are thrilled to have received this award and regard it as
an incentive to continue being open to new approaches
to digitalization," said Sebastian Henke, Director Human
Resources at OPTIMA packaging group GmbH.
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At Optima in Schwaebisch Hall, 3D printing is now part of the
company's range of machines. For this future-oriented technology, the
company has specifically founded a 3D printing center – the Additive
Innovation Center – and has presented a route map. 3D printing will
massively change special purpose machine manufacturing. “Machine
parts that previously took a week to manufacture can now be printed
in a significantly shorter time”, says Optima Vice President Manufacturing Volker Freisinger. The consumer demand for specific products is
changing at an ever increasing pace. Social media and e-commerce are
accelerating this growth. This affects all the market segments for that
Optima develops machines for, which include pharmaceuticals, paper
hygiene, consumer goods and healthcare products. New agile and flexible processes and technology are needed to counter this trend.
“That's why we are providing our customers with support in terms of flexibility with additive manufacturing technology”, says Michael Weber,
Director Service at OPTIMA consumer GmbH. Machine, format and
replacement parts can be produced in a significantly shorter amount of
time. In addition, a better price/performance ratio can also be achieved
over the entire manufacturing process, especially for complex components. Therefore, design solutions that could not be implemented
before are now possible. Inspired by nature, existing parts can be made
lighter, stronger and with less material than before, for example, by
using honeycomb structures.

OPTIMA packaging group GmbH has completed 2019 with
a turnover of more than 400 million euros. Optima generated more than 85 percent of its sales abroad. 2,450 employees work for Optima around the globe. Since March 2019,
23 bagging machines experts from Rianta Packaging Systems have joined the Optima Group. The company specializes in the packaging of bread, foods and luxury foods and
consumer goods. The inauguration of the CSPE Center and
the Logistics Center has enabled Optima to lay the important groundwork for the future at the company's headquarters in Schwaebisch Hall. With a floor area of 4,600
square meters, the CSPE Center has a major strategic
importance and makes "integrated acceptances" of complete pharmaceutical plants possible. Optima has invested
around 20 million euros in the Logistics Center, and it was
completed in a record time of ten months. The new subsidiary, Maier Packaging, has opened its new premises in
Bergen (Bavaria). In 2019 Optima employed over 160 apprentices and students.
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FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY

›

For the implementation
of the innovation project,
Optima has opted to use
an approach based on
agile methods.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
Key tasks of the innovation project
•

Time-to-Market

•

Agility

•

Factory Automation

•

highly flexible production
solutions

•

 ighest overall equipment
h
effectiveness and plant availability

•

Zero Changeover

•

optimal Total Cost of Ownership

•

100 % quality control

Part of the project
team and Jochen Weller, Project Manager at
Optima Consumer, discuss how the constructive measures can best
be implemented.

THE MACHINE
PLATFORM
OF THE FUTURE
Frequent product launches. Small batch sizes. Sharp shifts in demand.
The demands on manufacturing companies are increasing. Social media
and e-commerce accelerate this trend. Optima is therefore developing
a flexible machine platform. A number of initial design measures are
presented at the Interpack.
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Editorial Team: Mr. Held, what are the current
challenges facing manufacturing companies?
Christoph Held: Social media and influencers can suddenly create a spike in demand for specific products. This is
particularly true in the cosmetics industry. Frequent product launches, small batch sizes, rapidly changing product
and packaging designs, sharp shifts in demand, as well as
individual product combinations and even changes to
combinations of ingredients – all of these are common
demands from our customers. In Asia, around fifty percent
of all products are sold via e-commerce. Consequently, the
online trade must be able to react quickly – time to market
is critical.
These changes are creating major challenges for manufacturing companies. Up to now, they have reacted by increasing stocks or outsourcing orders. Neither of these solutions represent a viable model for the future, since they are
both linked to higher costs and increased dependency. At
Pack Expo 2018, Optima tackled this issue for the first time
and demonstrated potential solutions.

The market is changing. How is Optima changing?
Although traditional mechanical engineers can still be justified in some areas, there is a growing demand for solution
providers, i.e. a supplier who considers the entire production process and maintains a constant dialogue while
developing a concept that the customer views as sustainable, or a solution provider who changes the process for
how the machines operate (machine leads man) and gets
rid of existing limitations, and in doing so massively
improves agility and, ultimately, responsiveness. There is a
demand for flexible machine solutions that can be quickly
converted for new products and formats.
A flexible machine concept of this
type was developed for Interpack 2020.
How did it come about?
We paid close attention to what our customers were saying
and carried out in-depth market research in the cosmetics
segment. It became clear that the individual market segments (decorative cosmetics, body care, hair care and
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FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY

›

Due to the physical
separation from dayto-day business, the
interdisciplinary team
was able to fully focus
on the task at hand
and develop initial
technical solutions for
a modular machine
platform, which considerably reduces the
time-to-market.

Christoph Held explains to o-com editor,
Jan Deininger, how the new machine plat
form will give producers greater flexibility.

‹

New challenges require lateral thinking
and new constructive solutions. This
is why Optima relies on agile project
management.

fragrances) make very different demands on us as machine
manufacturers, in terms of both performance and the level
of automation involved. The main technical tasks were
defined in a specification sheet based on these requirements (see box on page 10).
What conclusions have you drawn from this?
In the light of this, we launched an innovation project,
which we will be presenting at Interpack 2020. Here, our
goal is to develop an innovative, market-driven production
system that assists our customers in terms of ensuring a
short time to market; a module platform that can be individually configured to cover all of our customers' requirements – from start-ups to global corporations.
To this end, we have set up a special interdisciplinary team
made up of members from various business areas (including project planning, design, software, sales, marketing,
assembly, service, purchasing and project management),
and which is physically separated from day-to-day business. It has translated the requirements in our specifications into technical solutions. We also used methods based
on agile project management.
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How does the machine concept satisfy
current market requirements?
Careful attention is being paid to the key tasks and a large
number of constructive measures have already been
implemented to support the challenges identified. These
will be presented at Interpack with a flexible machine platform for filling and closing cosmetic products.
This covers a wide performance range and enables fast
reaction times to new products. This is ensured by a
modular design, which also enables short delivery times
from Optima. The machine platform is continuously being
developed and adapted to current market conditions.
3D printing technology is also increasingly coming into
focus.
What are the benefits of this innovative
machine concept to its users?
Machine users benefit from an even greater reduction to
their time to market. Products can be launched on the
market faster than ever before. This is achieved through
customization and flexibility. The advantage of the concept is that it is possible to have many different variants

– from semi-automated to completely automated. Depending on the particular application, different modules
(transport systems, kinematics, filling modules, etc.) can be
easily integrated into the machine platform.
Assistance to operators is also becoming increasingly
important. Under the heading "machine leads man",
Optima offers a wide range of digital tools to assist with
troubleshooting or changing formats. For example, digital
step-by-step instructions for format changeovers and
remote assistance, where process problems are resolved
by Optima service staff, are both part of the OPTIMA Total
Care life cycle management program. These can be offered
via every conceivable end device – from smartphones to
tablets to augmented reality glasses. We will use various
practical applications to demonstrate our operator assistance at Interpack. But assistance from Optima starts much
earlier. We have described how machine users benefit from
OPTIMA Total Care on the pages 28 to 31.

impressively presented in a variety of different ways. For
example, by automatic module changeover using an AGV
(Automated Guided Vehicle) or the principle of "Decoupled Production". This means that machine functionalities
can be arranged in a spatially flexible way rather than in a
linear arrangement, as has been customary up to now. Visitors to the trade show can experience other exciting
attractions such as fully automatic tool changes, cobots in
action, and much more.
What should we be looking forward to?
In the future, we want to make it possible for our customers use a configurator to assemble their machine individually, on an individual modular basis – to suit their technical requirements and product ranges. 

How will Optima be presenting the
innovatory project at Interpack?
Naturally, I don't want to reveal too much just yet. At any
rate, the subject of future production flexibility will be
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FLEXIBILITY

UNIQUE VARIETY
Plastic film packaging for paper hygiene products can be relied on protect
the product and serve its purpose in a dependable way. This packaging is
very efficient and the process is a stable one, but the market is changing.
Increasingly, consumers are demanding alternatives to plastic film. At the
same time, there is an unprecedented opportunity to broaden the range of
paper hygiene products and packaging. The watchword here is to stand out.
Sustainable packaging is opening up new opportunities.
In every detail: High-quality design
and design "out of the box": At Optima, the efficient implementation of
new, innovative ideas is part of the
company DNA.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
•

T he market is on the move: diversification can
be achieved by improving the quality of
packaging.

•

 eople are increasingly demanding alternative
P
packaging materials: bioplastics and, above all,
paper packaging for paper hygiene products.

•

"Honest Packaging": Optima Nonwovens offers
packaging that is 100 % paper. Composites
made of film and with a paper surface offer no
benefits, either for the environment or for
packaging companies.

•

 ew features and processes for top-quality
N
packaging: find out all about it at Index and
Interpack 2020.
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Consumers' needs are continuing to evolve, along with the
technical means to fulfill them in a highly efficient way. Top
quality, beautiful design, reasonable price? Everything is
possible. In all likelihood, the trend towards diversity will
continue to grow in the paper hygiene products sector,
too. Another aspect of this diversity is the sustainability
movement. Consumers are increasingly demanding alternatives to plastic packaging. Even these needs can be met
in a thoughtful and efficient way, too.
Pursuing the notion of diversification even further, different
qualities of products and packaging are already emerging,
and these are opening up new opportunities. "Precision in
terms of packaging and finishing that has never been seen
before, as well as transformed processes, materials, and
packaging types – these are the new starting points," says
Oliver Rebstock, Managing Director of Optima Nonwovens.
Doing away with plastic, which is what is frequently called
for, also fits into this new diversity concept.

Change is the
only constant

"Precision in terms of packaging
and finishing that has never
been seen before, as well as
transformed processes, materials,
and packaging types – these are
the new starting points."

"Optima Nonwovens has been
working closely with packaging
material manufacturers for a long
time; it has been gaining experience and has already carried out
many successful trials using new
materials," explains the Managing
Director, but that is by no means
the whole story.

In North America and Europe in
particular, consumers are looking
at how their actions impact the
environment and the climate. "At
the moment, paper packaging is
Oliver Rebstock,
clearly in the lead in terms of alterManaging
Director
of Optima Nonwovens
native
packaging
materials,"
reports Rebstock. A lot of attention is also being devoted to biologically-produced plastics. There are Venturing into more designs
ongoing projects in both the paper packaging and bioplastics sectors.
Why not see this trend as an opportunity? When you look at the paper At the Index and Interpack trade shows, Optima Nonwovens will be
hygiene products on the supermarket shelves, no single brand or presenting new and/or modified and improved machine concepts and
packaging stands out. Therefore, it seems logical to talk about processing methods. These will make it possible to achieve visible, dispackaging's unused marketing potential. It will be exciting to see how tinguishing features in terms of top-quality packaging. This means that
customers who pursue diversification will have a choice of individual
we can exploit this potential more effectively.
In mechanical engineering companies, it always comes down to tech- function modules and upgrades, or even a new machine type. The Zero
nology in the end. However, Optima Nonwovens wants to provide cus- machine, which was already presented at the last Index trade show,
tomers with the right answers to market changes from the get-go, so it continues to be promising for the future – individual, personalized
has gone beyond keeping a "watchful" eye on the latest trends. packaging is very exciting in this context.
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FLEXIBILITY

‹

A wide variety of
packaging materials is
now available for every
type of use. Optima is
collaborating closely with
a range of material manufacturers.

Supporting synergies with
new packaging concepts
Experts like Dominik Bröllochs, Key Account Manager at
Optima Nonwovens, are working to drive these developments forward. Flexible lateral thinking and a degree of
start-up mentality are important factors here. In addition –
and this is another significant advantage – the entire
Optima Group has an unparalleled concentration of technology. Packaging for cosmetics, food, and life science products can be a source of inspiration or can even develop
into a technology partnership within the group. Time and
again this results in synergetic projects.
One thing remains unchanged: the core competence of
Optima Nonwovens. This includes moving fragile, unstable
paper hygiene products at maximum speeds, careful handling and transportation, and using the same care when stacking, arranging, and compressing them. For Optima, the
question of which packaging materials and forms are used
to package paper hygiene products is of secondary importance, according to Rebstock.
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This versatility is already Optima Nonwovens' "day-to-day
reality", Rebstock adds. For example, femcare products are
currently packaged in foil or cardboard boxes. For toilet
rolls, paper or plastic film bags are used. Projects with completely new methods and alternative ideas are also
emerging.

Honest packaging
Admittedly, marketing and ecology do not always go hand
in hand. If you scratch the surface even slightly, the first
signs of discord may already start to appear, quickly
making a promising relationship unlikely. Bröllochs believes that if a visible layer of paper is hiding just another
plastic film, then this is a disadvantage from an ecological
point of view. These composites are much more costly or
even impossible to recycle, unlike pure PE films. Believing
that they are buying an ecologically friendly product, sooner or later the consumer will be disappointed to discover
that they have been misled by false promises. Consequently, this is neither environmentally beneficial nor a
positive factor for the packaging company – quite the
opposite, according to Bröllochs and Rebstock.

Optima Nonwovens has proven that there is another way
and that it is possible to produce pure paper bags (see also
pages 32 to 35). The reality is that paper bags are less elastic than plastic film, but paper bag production can now be
controlled almost as well, so in the end, these packages
can be just as taut as plastic film bags. Even the jumbo
packaging for toilet paper that is popular in the USA and
Europe can be made of paper.

100 % paper packaging
for paper hygiene products
And the good news is that Optima Nonwovens' existing
packaging lines can usually be converted to handle the
new tasks. Depending on the initial situation and the specific requirements, a range of minor to more extensive changes may need to be made to the process.
Ecology, design – or both? Everything is possible. At Index
and Interpack 2020, Optima Nonwovens will be offering indepth insights into alternatives to current packaging materials, designs, and processes – and especially into new market opportunities. Oliver Rebstock, Dominik Bröllochs, and
lots of other experts are looking forward to meeting you! 

MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC
Venturing into more designs
and grabbing attention at the POS
Optima Nonwovens has developed a four-step method
to systematize the diversification pathway. The "degree
of abstraction" continues to grow over four steps.
1. S ame shape, different material: for example,
bioplastics or paper packaging
2. New adaptation: familiar types of packaging that
are finding a new use with paper hygiene products.
3. New added value: new features and processes
mean that it is now possible to create advantages
such using less material, or displays that look perfectly arranged at the POS.
4. "Out of the box": rethinking. The technical implementation of individual and previously unfamiliar
concepts for product presentation.
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THE MACHINE OF
THE FUTURE: SMART
MANUFACTURING
A machine that comprehensively combines several types of robotics and technology. A machine that uses data for
process control and optimization, as well as predictive maintenance. And which will be highly flexible for use in
applications that have not yet been identified. This system will be introduced to the public for the first time at Interpack and will be based on the OPTIMA MultiUse filler.
The denesting robot offers complex
motions in order to safely and efficiently place a variety of containers in the
filling and closing process – as shown
here in a specific zone for highly active
ingredients.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
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•

 nly centralized programming of various robotics systems
O
produces the best functionality and highest efficiency.

•

 ost flexibility: Three types of containers are processed,
M
with almost no format changes. Additional formats are
possible at any time.

•

Centralized programming offers the best conditions for future
adjustments of processes, data security and data acquisition.

•

 ombination of Acopostrak oval conveyor and robotics:
C
Pre-filled syringes are automatically stored without any gaps.

•

T he system offers a maximum product yield – even the
last drop of expensive medicaments can be used.

•

Control functions and PAT allow statements on process
and product quality, as well as trending. Predictive
maintenance is possible.

•

 ptimal use of space: Thanks to robotics, the system
O
layout can be adapted.

With this project, the medicines are no longer individually
itemized but the system must be able to handle them all,
from liquid to viscous, active- and high potent active ingredients, potentially sensitive to oxidation or aggressive, and
possibly lyophilisates in the future, too.
The medicines are both very expensive and of high quality.
Therefore, yield functions such as refilling and redosing had
to be provided, as did highly flexible processes. Three container types are definitely planned for the start of production. Pre-filled syringes, vials and cartridges in a total of ten
formats – all of which should be delivered to the grippers
and transport systems with virtually no work involving
changing the format.
Here, the solution is robotics: Systems from three manufacturers, including Optima, were installed, but without any
kinematic information. All robotic functions were programmed and automated exclusively in-house at Optima
Pharma, in other words united under a common control.
The Acopostrak system has been used as an oval conveyor
for the first time. Combined with a six-armed robot,
Optima Pharma has developed an elegant solution that
automatically compensates for any potential gaps that may
arise from product rejects. This means that every tub is ultimately filled with the maximum number of 100 % tested
pre-filled syringes. The same six-armed robot is also found
at the beginning of the process chain for both removing
the Tyvek foil and for denesting.

Background:
Less is more – interfaces
Thanks to centralized programming by the experts at
Optima Pharma, all the robot systems are arranged on one
level at the highest level of the control architecture. As a
result, the integration of the robotics is completely transparent because there are no subsystems. This dispenses
with interface issues and the "drawer-in-a-drawer-in-a-drawer..." principle.
Here, the integration in the control architecture and coordination for the virtualization of the computer performance would barely be possible with third-party manufacturers. One example is predicting and programming the
interception of processing errors to prevent them from
propagating into numerous system sections. A system
with subsystems would simply be pushed to its limits here.
Another factor to consider is that it can already be seen
that, in the future, multi-product systems will be adapted
to new requirements more often. If the pharmaceutical
company has only one contact in the area of programming, and this contact is responsible for all system areas,
then the new functionality will most likely be just as efficient as the old. New certifications for changed processes
from a centralized point are also simpler to realize than
would be possible if they are decentralized.
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FLEXIBILITY

›

Tyvek removal robot:
Here, the pharmaceutical
company has the advantage of an
integrated
system in the plant.

MORE ABOUT THIS TOPIC
The system robotics at a glance:
•

T yvek removal robot: The robot removes the sealed foil
from the tub.

•

Denesting robot: The containers are removed from the nest
with vacuum suction cups via multiaxial motions and
placed in the transport system. In the process, there is a
transfer to the zone for highly active ingredients.

•

 orizontal robot: A transport system for all container types
H
– here in a four-digit version. The containers are grabbed
and passed on synchronized. The transmission of germs is
not possible.

•

T hrust transmitter: Variable gripping tool, for example on
the denesting robot. The horizontal distance between the
containers in the nest and in the transport system is different. This unit uses a corresponding spreading motion to
compensate for this during transmission.

•

"Pecker"/transfer unit: Allows the flexible transport from
pecker to pecker or even to other units. Versions for transportation in linear systems and in rotation are installed.

•

 copostrak oval conveyor: Here, the shuttles are "tracked"
A
with a pecker transfer unit in the curve radius and equipped with containers. The shuttle transport units travel at
individual speeds, defined on the basis of the shift register
when potential container gaps are to be compensated for.

•

 emoval robot oval conveyor: The containers are removed
R
by the robot and stored without gaps. The Acopostrak
conveyor and the Optima robot have been combined for
the first time.
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Special insights
Process Analytical Technologies (PAT) are included: More
comprehensive process controls are used than before, but
in particular, it is the recognition and evaluation of fluctuations and trends that lead to the greatest efficiency. Even a
preview of wearing components can prevent unplanned
system outages in the future.
Features that are, to date, unique, such as the inspection of
sealing surfaces on the mouth of the object, also enhance
functionality. In addition, data for pneumatic pressure,
temperature, and current consumption are continuously
captured by sensors and evaluated. Trending and algorithm functions show, for example, if there are deviations
in the wall thicknesses of flanged caps or a motor is beginning to wear.
The fact that this system offers maximum flexibility is also
due to functions beyond the robotics. The first thing to
mention here is the combi-fill module. Two peristaltic
pump systems (for large and small volumes) and a ceramic
rotary piston system for aggressive media are permanently
installed in the system. There is also a system combined
with a fill level sensor especially for cartridges. For format
changes, just a few steps – primarily outside of the transport system – are enough, and after a decontamination
cycle, the system is ready for new assignments.

Maximized operating
time and product yield

The highly flexible transport of
various formats and container types
works to maximum effect with a
robot-based system.

With special start-up and empty run modes, re-dosing-onrequest, re-capping, and re-stoppering, the pharmaceutical company is able to use a medicine to the last drop. The
system is also designed for the processing of high potent
pharmaceutical ingredients. Among other things, a specific
pressure zone concept, the washdown model, and an
external washing machine for vials and cartridges are responsible for this.
Robotics is the magic word for allegedly simple, flexible
solutions. More precisely, cross-system programming, digitalization and PAT have been used to combine the robotics
in one, highly efficient, complete system. Another welcome effect is the "breaking out" of a purely linear arrangement of functions. The machine layout results in many
new possibilities for optimal usage of space.
The system will be delivered to the customer in July 2020.
Before that, it can be seen at Interpack in 360° virtual presentations. 
Flexible oval conveyor plus flexible
robot: Optima programs completely
in-house, especially the coordination
of the two components. This means
that gaps in storage are a thing of
the past.
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All the usual methods
of surface finishing are
possible – for example,
the smoothing and
coloring of the components or subsequent
mechanical processing.

In the Additive Innovation Center's Innovation Space, Optima's
engineering department is learning how to deal with the new
technologies.

New parts are being created using completely
new methods. Existing parts can be designed to
be lighter and more stable than before and with
less material.

PRINTING THE
ROUTE TO SUCCESS

›

The 3D printing center
acts as a lab where
all the standard 3D
printing methods can
be performed. Among
other things, Optima
has been investing in
the advanced multi-jet
fusion technology.

Everything, anywhere at any time – that is what consumers are demanding. The consumer goods industry is being
turned upside down by the Internet and by influencers. The consequence is sharp shifts in demand. New agile
processes are needed to counter this trend. The 3D printing process can assist with this. Optima founded the Additive Innovation Center in July 2019 to take full advantage of the technology, and developed a strategy for additive
manufacturing.
Additive Manufacturing – this describes the manufacturing process in
which a material is applied layer by layer in a computer-controlled process to produce three-dimensional components. 3D printing is opening up entirely new possibilities for machine builders like Optima.

New technology – new opportunities
For many manufacturing companies, the need is clear: the keyword is
flexibility. This is where the greatest opportunity lies. From components
up to entire functionalities, where producing them could previously
have taken weeks or may not have been done at all, they can now be
produced in a considerably shorter time. With 3D printing, production
can be done anywhere – parts can be produced where they are needed. With additive manufacturing, a better price-performance ratio can
be achieved, particularly with complex components.
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Breakthrough in 3D technology
In the past, the problem with the conventional Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) process was that the components only had limited
resilience and so could not be used or could only be used to a limited
extent in an industrial environment. 3D printing has now reached a
second major stage in its development: Today, what is known as the
SLS-3D printing process can even be used to print high strength metal
parts. There is no end in sight for this development.
Optima has established a multi-stage roadmap to make the best possible use of these technological advances. The newly created Additive
Innovation Center started its work in July 2019 at the headquarters in
Schwaebisch Hall. The 3D printing center acts as a lab, where all the
standard 3D printing methods can be performed. In addition, an Innovation Space, a training and design area in the Additive Innovation

Center for engineering, has been created based on agile principles.
Since December 2019, employees with key roles are being trained there
in 3D-compatible design, as 3D parts enable a completely new
approach by the design department. Previously unimaginable parts are
created from patterns found in nature, for example parts with a honeycomb structure which are more stable but only half the previous
weight.

All current printing methods are possible
In the Additive Innovation Center, all the standard 3D printing methods
are used. To produce prototypes quickly, Optima uses the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) process, which has been successfully used in the
automotive industry for many years and the Selective Laser Sintering

(SLS) process. The SLS process opens up a wide variety of materials,
colors and subsequent treatments. A partner company contributes to
the team advanced SLS processes to the team, bringing with it a wide
variety of post-processing options. These include, for example, tinting
and smoothing the components.
Optima has also invested in the advanced multi-jet fusion technology
which enables parts to be produced faster than with the SLS process.
The breakthrough of SLS and multi-jet fusion printing technology has
paved the way for companies to take 3D printing to an industrial level –
far beyond just prototypes.
At Interpack, Optima will be presenting a platform where customers
can order their parts online. 
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IMPORTANT FOR YOU
•

 ptima Consumer has developed a solution
O
for the fully automated evacuation, gassing
and seaming of containers of baby milk powder
called OPTIMA EGS.

•

T his new development is the result of extensive
market research.

•

T he key advantages include high levels of
production and product safety, low space
requirements and low residual oxygen values.

•

 n economical changeover for formats and
A
products boosts availability.

•

 sed in combination with the OPTIMA FS
U
filling machine, customers are now getting the
centerpiece for baby milk powder production
lines from a single source.

•

If required, turnkey lines with further process
steps can be realized.

•

T he high care room is space-saving and can
be used as a replacement for existing systems
that no longer meet current production and
product safety requirements.

HIGH-TECH FOR THE
HIGH CARE SECTOR
Optima Consumer has developed an innovative concept for the fully automated evacuation,
gassing and seaming of baby milk powder containers. This machine concept is the result of
extensive market research and it meets the requirements of the infant formula market. Processes will become safer and more efficient with the OPTIMA EGS. An initial project in collaboration
with the Mittelelbe dairy plant has now been successfully completed.
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The OPTIMA FS (on the
left) and the OPTIMA EGS
(on the right) – the centerpiece of every baby milk
powder production line.

”The OPTIMA EGS is a perfectly
adapted system combining
high speed with maximum safety
and quality levels.“

EGS means evacuation, gassing
as Elb-Milch, with the aim of
and seaming and represents an
incorporating as much producinnovative project that Optima
tion experience as possible in
Consumer
has
successfully
the development process of
Uwe Bedau
brought to market. For many
the OPTIMA EGS, alongside
General Manager, Milchwerke "Mittelelbe" GmbH
years now, Optima has been opeOptima Consumer's technological
rating as a successful technology
experience.
partner in filling and weighing technology in the baby formula sector. The machine designed for the fully automated evacuation, gassing and
Over 30 filling systems have been sold in recent years and there are seaming of baby milk powder containers can safely and efficiently proover 60 Optima filling systems in production worldwide.
cess up to 250 cans per minute. "With the OPTIMA EGS and the OPTIMA
FS filling machine, we are able to provide the centerpiece of baby milk
powder production lines from a single source," explains Christoph Held,
Safety and traceability are crucial factors
the Managing Director of Optima Consumer.
The Chinese baby milk powder scandal, also known as the melamine
scandal, caused uproar among experts and heightened awareness of
product safety in baby milk powder production. Optima Consumer
took this opportunity to reassess what was needed. Detailed product
market research was conducted. What became apparent was that the
industry has adapted and, above all, made its requirements more stringent. The focus is on product and production safety, product quality,
resources and sustainability as well as the desire for a machine solution
for the functionalities evacuation, gassing and seaming for the highcare sector from a single source. Turnkey skills are also in demand.
This meant that the Optima development team's objective was a clear
one: the demand is for a safe and efficient solution for the high-care
sector that can be integrated into turnkey lines. A long-standing partner was found for this project – the Mittelelbe dairy plant, also known

Track and Trace increases production safety
With the OPTIMA EGS, it is possible to assign important production data
to each container clearly and traceable throughout the processing
steps. This also includes documentation of all process parameters such
as the residual oxygen values of the cans at every step in the process.
This is possible because each can is evacuated, gassed and seamed
individually.
Production data can be stored using the Manufacturing Intelligence
solutions developed by Optima and important key figures are clearly
displayed. It also means that entire production lines can be networked
with machines from different manufacturers, so optimizing overall
equipment effectiveness in a targeted way.
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INTERVIEW WITH
Uwe Bedau

General Manager, Milchwerke "Mittelelbe" GmbH
The first OPTIMA EGS was put into operation at the Mittelelbe dairy plant.
We asked its General Manager, Uwe Bedau, why the company decided
to work together with Optima on this innovative project.
Why have you been working together
with Optima for over 20 years?

The container
transport with clear
assignment of all cans.
The change of format
is done without
any tools.

The functional lids
ensure maximum
reliability in the
production process.

Clinching is a process
where metal is joined
together without using
a joining medium, and
where the can lid is
pressed onto the can
from above.

›

When they are used in combination with software tools, for
example for predictive maintenance to increase machine
availability, Optima Smart Services make production processes even more reliable and efficient.
In the past, foreign bodies present in the product have
resulted in recall measures being taken, so protecting
unsealed cans is vital. This need is met by the patented
function lid. The cans are not transported open with product in them; they are closed with a functional lid during
evacuation and gassing. This means that the costly addi
tional function of clinching every can in advance is
eliminated.

Minimal space required,
low residual oxygen content
Combining in a unique way the functionalities of evacuation, gassing and seaming in a single concept is also a
resounding response to the market's demand for a high
care room with an optimized footprint. This translates into
lower investment costs by saving money on the clincher,
as well as lower production costs due to a high-care room
that takes up less space while increasing safety and
efficiency.
Challenging products, some of which contain new ingredients, require heightened product protection. The objective is to achieve reduced residual oxygen levels. This requirement has been met by an evacuation process specially
developed for baby food powders. The product is "brought
to the boil" in the process via different pressure stages
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without the need for valves and the oxygen contained in
the product is released. Depending on the product, a residual oxygen content of 0.6 percent is achieved with an
output of up to 250 cans per minute. Parts in contact with
the product are particularly easy to clean, as they are easily
accessible. Some of these can also be removed for
cleaning and can be washed in a wet area away from the
production zone.
In the future, production and product safety requirements
will increasingly be aligned with pharmaceutical standards.
Here, the experience within the Optima Group – from
Optima Pharma – was drawn upon.
The Elb-Milch company supported Optima Consumer
throughout the entire development period of the innovative system. This includes, in particular, comparing identified market requirements, coordinating initial concepts in
the Virtual Reality Center, comparing test results at the test
station and on the prototype and conducting the initial
on-site field tests in Stendal. This joint project for the future
was concluded by the validation and approval of the
OPTIMA EGS as a production plant for Elb-Milch.
Standing still means going backwards. This is why the
Optima Consumer development team is already working
on more key systems to provide even greater safety and
efficiency in baby food powder production. The next goal
for Optima Consumer on the development roadmap is a
non-destructive 100 % leakage check. In parallel, the
machine portfolio in the filling technology sector is being
revised and expanded. A vacuum filler that is also consistently matched to market requirements is to be developed by 2021. 

Optima's staff has professional skills in every
sector. Their expertise means that optimal
adaptations and personalized solutions for
sensitive products like ours are completely
possible. Design solutions always incorporate
our wishes as a manufacturer and those of our
end customers wanting products that are safe
in every respect. Alongside this, they provide a
comprehensive service – from product development to technical modifications in the
design phase and after sales service.
Which Optima machines
are used in your company?
We have several OPTIMA FRK filling machines.
These are the predecessor of the OPTIMA FS
filling machine. The centerpiece of our overall
production line for filling baby milk powder
products was also implemented by Optima.
Here, the OPTIMA FS, the OPTIMA EGS and the
OPTIMA Rotocap cover the processes of filling,
gassing, evacuation and seaming.
What has your experience
with OPTIMA EGS been like?
The OPTIMA EGS is a perfectly adapted system
combining high speed with maximum safety
and quality levels.
In your opinion, what are the
technical advantages of OPTIMA EGS?
Officially, the residual oxygen levels are lower
than 1 percent and so are in a range that
meets all the requirements of modern infant
nutrition. In reality, the values in production
are usually much lower.

I would also like to stress the compact design.
All of the functions – evacuation, gassing and
seaming – are contained within a small area.
The OPTIMA EGS works perfectly with the
OPTIMA FS's high speed. The system can also
be integrated into any production line, which
makes it extremely flexible. These points along
with Optima employees' commitment led us
to purchase the OPTIMA EGS following the
pilot phase.
Over the past two years, you have
installed an OPTIMA FS filling machine,
an OPTIMA Rotocap closing machine
and the OPTIMA EGS. How did the
projects go?
The Optima team delivered an absolutely flawless performance from the first meeting to the
adaptation to the existing Optima equipment,
and they did so under conditions that were
not all that easy in terms of hygiene standards
and production processes. In the course of the
on-site production support provided by
Optima and Elb-Milch's specialist staff, a large
number of optimizations were able to be
made.
In your opinion, what else should
be mentioned here?
I would like to stress the commitment of
Optima employees from all areas – from sales,
project management, design and assembly –
who supported us during the implementation.
We have been able to significantly improve
the performance of the baby milk powder
production line, for which Optima supplied
the centerpiece, with fantastic residual oxygen
levels and very high safety levels for all our
products.
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OPTIMA TOTAL CARE
GOES DIGITAL

Using a smartphone, a
tablet or augmented
reality glasses, operators are guided stepby-step through the
format changeover.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU
•
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T he company is focusing on digitalization projects
that add value for Optima customers.

•

Digital products, under the banner of "Smart Services",
are part of the OPTIMA Total Care life cycle management
program and are developed centrally by Industrial IT.

•

 PTIMA Total Care provides support in four areas:
O
Flexibility, Safety, Digitalization and Sustainability.

•

On a new central Optima platform, Smart Services
are available 24/7.

•

 etworking with MES or higher-level ERP interfaces
N
is possible.

•

 ll information about the machine status, – at any
A
time and any place, – is already a reality at Optima.

•

 achines from other manufacturers than Optima can
M
be integrated into the line management if required.

•

 ew features of the program are the train-the-trainer
N
concept and a fully automatic digital format change
assistant and remote support with augmented reality
assistance as part of Smart Assistance.

Interpack 2017 marked the launch of the OPTIMA Total Care life cycle management program.
At Interpack 2020, Optima will be presenting extensive enhancements in the field of digital
applications, known as Smart Services. The aim of the program, which in the future will bring
together the Basic and Smart Services, is to provide customers with rapid, efficient support –
from installation, monitoring and maintenance through to retrofitting their systems.
Digitalization. At Optima, the magic word in mechanical spare parts service, training and retrofits, Smart Services
engineering has been brought to life in a very special way. provide support throughout all phases of the machine life
Digitalization will only be used where it makes sense and cycle: from the project phase, through the ramp-up phase,
brings benefits to customers. At Optima, digital products to the production phase. As an example, training machine
are part of the comprehensive life cycle management pro- operators is an important part of the Total Care program.
gram called OPTIMA Total Care. The Industrial IT depart- Operators are supported by various strategies, like the
ment develops the digital products centrally – in coopera- "embedded engineer" or the new train-the-trainer concept:
tion with the Smart Services departments of individual Optima's most qualified technicians transfer their knowbusiness units. OPTIMA Total Care works in the areas of Fle- ledge to the customer's future systems expert. This has a
xibility, Safety, Digitalization and Sustainability. How? multiplying effect for all other colleagues.
Potentials for flexibility are identified using an extensive The Basic Services have given rise to Smart Services, which
database. Monitoring increases production reliability and are a digital extension of the traditional services. The Smart
with the help of real-time data, response times can be Services have also been restructured: In future, these will
reduced; and of course, production transparency automati- be divided into the areas of Manufacturing Intelligence,
cally minimizes the consumption of unnecessary resources. Maintenance Support, Knowledge Transfer and Smart
Assistance. Why? Because plant managers are usually the
first people to notice efficiency problems in production
Bespoke services
plants – the efficiency of the whole plant declines. Then it
becomes necessary to locate the problem using specific
Effectively complementing what are known as Basic Servi- KPIs.
ces, i.e. traditional services like installation, calibration,

KPI: Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) can
be used to determine
the performance of
activities in companies.

‹
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DIGITALIZATION

Augmented reality glasses provide
operators particularly efficient support.

DIGITALIZATION

Even untrained operators are able to perform
a safe, speedy format changeover using stepby-step instructions.

The Smart Assistance enables the operator to obtain
live support from an Optima Service technician. Using
augmented reality glasses, the technician sees exactly
what the operator is seeing.

Moving from the problem to the solution

Getting the information you need quickly

A look into the future

Production management staff solve the problem using Optima's Manfacturing Intelligence Solutions. These allow production data to be captured consistently and independent of the machine manufacturer. It is
displayed in a clear and transparent manner, so forming the basis for
immediate measures for making improvements – just in time.
Once the cause of the problem has been identified via the Manfacturing Intelligence Solutions, it has to be dealt with via targeted maintenance – Maintenance Support.
Optima differentiates between time-based, cycle-based and predictive
maintenance. With time-based maintenance, maintenance intervals
can be easily planned using a software solution. The machine automatically reports the maintenance operations to be carried out and when
they should be done. The required spare parts packages can be ordered from Optima. This ensures high machine availability and little planning effort.
With cycle-based maintenance, the customer receives automatically
prepared spare parts packages according to predefined machine running times. The customer's staff is supported by a digital maintenance
plan that guides staff through the maintenance process, step by step.
This means that individual maintenance strategies are an option, and
that the training time for new employees is shortened.
By contrast, with predictive maintenance, Optima's condition monitoring system permanently monitors the machine's status. Algorithms
specially developed on the customer's production line enable the system to automatically report wear levels at an early stage and calculate
the anticipated wear limits and timing. This increases the transparency
of status changes in the machine and hence system availability, planning accuracy, and production quality. In the not too distant future, the
system could therefore order its own spare parts automatically, without
the intervention of maintenance personnel.

Once the defective part has been identified, Knowledge Transfer assists
with precise identification of the spare part and ordering it from the
company's own warehouse or from Optima. Machine expertise is
managed in a digitally optimized way and operators can quickly access
the information they require, for example 3D catalogs for spare parts,
operating instructions, data sheets, training documents and much
more. By being permanently connected to higher-level systems such as
SAP and document management systems, the Smart Service platform
ensures that documents are always up-to-date. Here, a new feature is
that Optima customers will be able to store their own data in future, for
example video tutorials they have created themselves.

Thanks to new methods and networked data structures, life cycle
management will finally live up to its name. For Optima as machine
manufacturers, their primary consideration today is no longer commissioning the system and carrying out the SAT (Site Acceptance Test).
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Support reloaded
If operators are encountering problems in production processes that
have never occurred before – for example, a format changeover that
takes too long or quality issues with the packaging, then they need the
experts from Optima Service. Optima provides Smart Assistance via
every conceivable mobile device. For instance, this can occur via a tablet or augmented reality glasses. The customer's employee is guided
step by step through the format change or assisted in resolving process
issues. Video tutorials can be displayed directly in operators' field of
vision, enabling them to see how to replace components.
All Smart Services can be accessed by customers 24/7 via a centralized,
user-friendly Optima platform. The permanent availability of Smart Services means that agile, digital working on machinery becomes a reality.
Smart Services will be presented at Interpack, using a variety of
applications.

Optima’s consideration goes far beyond this as they look to ensure that
operations will continue for decades. Optima will be providing customers with even more extensive support than in the past. The service
employees will point out any errors as they arise and demonstrate
potential improvements or propose a rational upgrade to improve the
system. As ever, Optima’s objective with all their digital services is to
enhance the benefit to customers. 

OPTIMA Total Care provides support in four areas
Manufacturing Intelligence

Maintenance Support

Knowledge Transfer

Smart Assistance

High levels of availability
mean greater flexibility

Reduced need for specialist
knowledge, flexible staff
deployment

System continues in
production while the spare
part is digitally identified

Rapid support
by Optima experts

All data is automatically
stored

Standardized documen
tation avoids errors

Permanently updated
information is guaranteed

Step-by-step instructions
prevent errors

DIGITALIZATION

Minimizing interfaces,
digital workflow

Real-time data speeds
up workflows

Information is available
anytime, anywhere

Augmented Reality
combines production
reality and virtual reality

SUSTAINABILITY

Waste is reduced

Continual maintenance
extends the life cycle of
the machine

Digital knowledge management saves paper and space

Reduced face-to-face
contact means less air
travel is required

FLEXIBILITY

SAFETY
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›

For Optima,
sustainability also
means flexibility.
Machines like the
OPTIMA OSR can be
flexibly converted
from packaging
in film to paper
and vice versa.

IMPORTANT FOR YOU

THE 100
PERCENT SOLUTION
The issue of sustainability is finally here. Packaging has shifted its focus. As a packaging machine manufacturer, we
are facing new challenges but nonetheless, ones that can be resolved, by using sustainable, fully recyclable materials that meet the same or higher standards and deliver equivalent result. One possible alternative – paper. With our
customer Fripa, we have implemented the 100 percent "paper in paper" solution for the very first time.

”We are convinced that
Optima has the great expert
knowledge needed to transfer
what we have learned to the
paper packaging sector.“

Something's going on out there.
have to deliver and do so quickly. One of
People are taking to the streets.
them that is currently at the forefront is
The environment and our climate
Fripa.
are issues that are constantly
This paper mill has been in business for
being hotly debated. There is a
over 100 years and is still family-owned
new wave of consciousness
today. As a manufacturer of high-quality
sweeping through society. Maybe
sanitary paper, Fripa began to use environindividual people can't get involmentally friendly processes at a very early
ved in every cause, but when they
stage and has impressed its customers with
Torsten Bahl, Member of the Management Board,
are making purchases, they may
its innovative products. You probably take it
Fripa Papierfabrik Albert Friedrich KG
intensify their commitment to
for granted that you can take toilet paper
environmental protection and
home conveniently using a handle on the
avoiding waste by consciously selecting products with sustainable
long side. Did you know that this invention can be traced back to Fripa?
packaging, and that's exactly what they are doing. Retailers are putting At Optima, sustainability has also long been an important issue. Redumore and more sustainable packaging on their shelves. Recyclable
cing waste and energy consumption when manufacturing packaging
materials and bio-based packaging are in great demand. Manufacturers
machines as well as the careful and economical use of the machines
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while maintaining the highest quality are key priorities and goals.
Optima succeeds in doing so with its use of cutting-edge technology.
Already 30 years ago Optima packed products in paper packaging. "The
expertise gained in those days is an important foundation and serves us
well today. We can build on this in the current project with Fripa," says
Dominik Bröllochs. He is Key Account Manager at Optima and is in
charge of the project.

Paper in paper
There are countless varieties of toilet paper on the shelves, but when it
comes to the packaging, the buyer does not have much choice. It
always comes securely packed in a plastic film bag, so the toilet paper
can be carried home easily and quickly. But are there other options for
sustainable packaging alternatives? Yes. Paper packaging is in the starting blocks. Optima has just the right machine for this purpose. The
close cooperation between Fripa and Optima has resulted in a completely customized machine solution based on the OPTIMA OSR bag
packaging machine. The common challenges with paper have already
been solved. The modules can be modified with precision so that they
work very accurately and handle the material gently. A new sealing

•

 t Optima, 100 percent solutions are
A
the aim. In other words, completely
recyclable materials.

•

 possible alternative: paper. The
A
machines need to work accurately
to achieve at least consistent quality.

•

However, a complete solution purely
with paper is still possible. The
machine solution from Optima can
even do both: film and paper.

•

T he conversion takes no longer
than a normal format change.

mechanism was developed for better handling. Further optimizations
are currently being developed to ensure the best results are actually
achieved, both from an environmental and an economic standpoint.

At Optima, sustainability is 100 percent
Optima's aspires to 100 % fulfill customers' wishes. We also demand
100 % from sustainable packaging materials. What does that mean? No
separate materials that have to be sorted for reprocessing at great
expense or mostly end up as residual waste. Paper on the outside may
give the consumer a more positive feeling, but on the inside it is often
plastic-coated to make it easier to handle in the packaging process.
Alternatively, fillers are added to preserve the elastic properties of the
film material. But honest packaging should made of a single material
that is completely recyclable. In this case, that means 100 percent paper
with no extra materials. Packaging made of recycled plastics, bio-based
plastics and biodegradable plastics are already being used in our
systems.
The question remains whether this will result in losses. In particular, pure
paper poses many challenges for us – which explains why there is hardly
any suitable paper packaging for many products. For example, in the
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INTERVIEW WITH
Torsten Bahl

Management Board, Fripa Papierfabrik Albert Friedrich KG
Why did you decide to start packaging
your products in paper bags?

Paper as a packaging material for rolls of toilet
paper poses new challenges for producers and
machine builders. Optima's many years of experience has helped to develop technical solutions
that combine quality, speed and sustainability.

Torsten Bahl (left), Member of the Fripa Management Board,
and Dominik Bröllochs, Key Account Manager at Optima, with
the new paper packaging.

case of toilet paper. Film bags are flexible and sturdy. On the other hand,
a lot of paper tears easily and is fragile. Given that consumers like to hold
the product in their hands in the shop, paper is barely even considered
for packaging everyday sanitary products.

handling. For Optima, 100 percent also means an impeccable result that
is easier on the customer's wallet. The packaged product that results
should look good. In other words, 100 percent perfect. At Optima, sustainability is also linked to flexibility. The machine should be able to handle
both film and paper, and of course, in all different sizes.

From concept to solution
"But feasible solutions exist", says Dominik Bröllochs. "This is where we try
to do some preliminary work. We not only want to present an idea to
the customer, we also need to find suitable suppliers. This means not
just having a concept that works in theory, but also the right telephone
numbers and the ability to start rolling it out right away."
Optima works closely with its suppliers to ensure that the packaging
material delivered is suited to Optima machines. The low elasticity and
sensitivity of paper to tearing needs to be taken into account.
The machines that were previously used to fill plastic film bags cannot
be used immediately. They need to be converted to ensure gentle
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One machine – two packaging materials
One machine for both types of packaging. From film to paper and vice
versa. There are no long stops in production. The conversion takes no
longer than a normal format change. For Fripa, in addition to having a
wide range of formats and flexibility, the most important thing is to
quickly return to the same production level as before. Optima is working
on this issue as well as on the 100 percent solution that is suitable for
everyone. 

We would like to offer our customers another packaging
alternative that is as sustainable as possible. In terms of
sustainability, we have been continuously optimizing our
packaging in the last few years. Films made of fresh granules have become extremely thin and efficient. Meanwhile,
we also offer films with regranulate components. Both
types are very easy to recycle. However, we were not satisfied with these very positive results alone. As a manufacturer of sanitary paper, we have a special affinity for products
made from the renewable and easily recyclable raw material cellulose. What could be more natural than to use the
tried and tested packaging methods? We intend to perfect
these and pave the way for real product innovations that
protect the environment. This means that in the future, we
will be able to offer our customers three packaging alternatives that have been optimized in terms of sustainability.
Why did you choose Optima as your partner
for this project and what makes Optima unique?
It is by no means easy to outperform our optimized film
packaging and its properties. To do that, you need a strong
mechanical engineering partner. We have been using
Optima systems very successfully for decades. In cooperation with Optima, we have succeeded in continuing to
perfect our packaging over the years. We are convinced
that Optima has the great expert knowledge needed to
transfer what we have learned to the paper packaging

sector. The concept of enabling paper to be used in a film
packaging system with very short set-up times is particularly interesting and impressive. Based on our positive past
experience, we trust Optima to provide first-class solutions
for these demanding technical challenges.
How is your cooperation with Optima working out?
As always, it is professional and very partnership-oriented.
In terms of paper packaging, right now we are still in the
early stages, but if development continues at this pace, we
will make rapid progress. We are very optimistic that we
will be able to present an outstanding innovation to the
market.
Is there anything else in particular
you would like to say about this project?
The investments in the targeted "all-purpose" packaging
machine are major ones. For us as an FMCG producer
(FMCG: fast-moving consumer goods) it is particularly
important that the packaging speed that can be achieved
with paper bags is on a par with that of plastic film. At
Optima, we are seeing very interesting approaches here.
Of course, bag costs must be competitive and viable for
the market. As well as speed, trouble-free technology and
a careful packaging process is a fundamental requirement
in achieving this. We need high-quality packaging that is
also cost-efficient. The new product should not remain a
niche product.
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There is a demand for
flexible machine solutions
that can be quickly converted
for new products and formats.
Jochen Weller
Project Manager, OPTIMA consumer GmbH
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